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Road Map
The CosmoBiz and TrustCare projects
cross-fertilization between software development in industry and
research in formal models, computer supported work and HCI

Application domains, Motivations & Challenges
Work so far
Future work and conclusions
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Computer Supported Mobile Adaptive
Business Processes (CosmoBiz)
Funded by the Danish Research Agency (2007- 2011)

Aim: Extensible formalization and implementation of
business process language that supports mobile &
adaptive business processes
Partners: IT University of Copenhagen (ITU),
Microsoft Development Center Copenhagen (MDCC)
and Copenhagen Business School (CBS)
Size: ITU: Arne J. Glenstrup, Mikkel Bundgaard, Espen Højsgaard, CBS: Kjeld
Schmidt + Post doc in CSCW

Approach: Formal models (bigraphs) + SWD + CSCW
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CosmoBiz motivations,
application domain and challenges
Give mobile workers access to the ERP system
Mobile Salespersons, Home-care
Focused & specific tasks => role-based & task-driven
Confusing, time consuming and beyond capacity of
mobile device to replicate entire ERP system
Must allow for disconnected operation
Must be flexible and (re)configurable
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Microsoft Dynamics Mobile Development Tools (June 2007)

orchestration
of tasklets

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc160851.aspx
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Orchestration example
<userRole xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/Dynamics/Mobile/2007/04/Flow">
<orchestrations>
<orchestration text="Customer detail">
<tasklets>
<tasklet name="CustomerDetailTasklet">
<actions>
<open text="Contact" tasklet="CustomerContactDetailTasklet">
</open>
<open text="Credit Limit" tasklet="CustomerCreditLimitDetailTasklet">
</open>
</actions>
</tasklet>
<tasklet name="CustomerContactDetailTasklet">
</tasklet>
<tasklet name="CustomerCreditLimitDetailTasklet">
</tasklet>
</tasklets>
</orchestration>
<orchestration text="New Customer">
...
<!-- Contact Details -->
<tasklet name="ContactDetails" text="Contact Details"
type="CustomerContactDetailTasklet.CustomerContactDetailTasklet,
CustomerContactDetailTasklet">
<actions>
<previous priority="1" text="Previous">
</previous>
<exitOrchestration text="Finish"/>
</actions>
</tasklet>
</tasklets>
</orchestration>
</orchestrations>
</userRole>
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CosmoBiz research so far
Extensible formalization of
WS-BPEL (subset) as a
bigraphical reactive system
Higher-order mobile
embedded BPEL (HomeBPEL)
business process management
(deployment)

deployment service
mobile sales

mobile client

ERP-proxy

disconnected operation using mobile
embedded sub instances
ERP-proxy
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ERP back-end

Remarks on HomeBPEL
elements1 and allow us to give a very direct representation of WS-BPEL processes, while
the controls listed in the lower part are introduced to facilitate the formalization of the
execution semantics.
As an example, consider the process in Fig. 3(a). The process is represented in the BPL

Imperative process descriptions and mobility

<process name="echo_process">
<partnerLinks><partnerLink name="echo_client" /></partnerLinks>
<variables><variable name="x" /></variables>
<sequence>
<receive partnerLink="echo_client" operation="echo"
createInstance="yes" variable="x" />
<reply
partnerLink="echo_client" operation="echo" variable="x" />
</sequence>
</process>
(a) Example WS-BPEL process.

Based on ideas similar to HO mobility calculi such
as Homer, Kells, Seal

val echo_process =
Process[echo_process][[echo_id]]
o (
PartnerLinks o PartnerLink[echo_client, echo_id] o CreateInstance[echo]
‘|‘ Variables
o Variable[x, echo_id] o <->
‘|‘ Sequence[echo_id] o (
Receive[echo_client, echo_id, echo, x, echo_id, echo_id]
WS-BPEL
processes,
while
‘|‘ Next
o (
Reply[echo_client, echo_id, echo, x, echo_id, echo_id])))

Bigraphical formalization very close to XML
elements and allow us to give a very direct representation of
source language
the controls listed in the lower part are introduced to facilitate the formalization of the
1

(b) BPL Tool representation of example process.
execution semantics.
echo client
echo
echo process
As an example, consider the process in Fig. 3(a). The process is represented in the BPL

<process name="echo_process">
<partnerLinks><partnerLink name="echo_client" /></partnerLinks>
<variables><variable name="x" /></variables>
<sequence>
<receive partnerLink="echo_client" operation="echo"
createInstance="yes" variable="x" />
<reply
partnerLink="echo_client" operation="echo" variable="x" />
</sequence>
</process>
(a) Example WS-BPEL process.
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CreateInstance
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Process
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Variable
Variables

Receive

x

Reply
Next

Sequence

(c) BPL Tool visualization of example process.

val echo_process =
Figure 3: Example process.
Process[echo_process][[echo_id]]
o (
PartnerLinks o PartnerLink[echo_client, echo_id] o CreateInstance[echo]
Tool as shown in Fig. 3(b). The graphical representation, generated by the BPL Tool, is
‘|‘ Variables
o Variable[x, echo_id] o <->
shown in Fig. 3(c) (the link to the binding port of the Process node has been colored
‘|‘ Sequence[echo_id] o (
Receive[echo_client, echo_id, echo, x, echo_id, echo_id] green to improve readability). The place graph (nesting of controls) and the link graph
correspond almost directly to the nesting of elements and the sharing of attributes of the
‘|‘ Next o (

Future Work
Runtime engine based on bigraphical abstract
machine
Types for HomeBPEL (sessions, access control,
interference?)
Supporting process changes/composition?
Extending and relating formalizations at varying
degrees of abstraction
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Trustworthy Pervasive
TrustCare
Healthcare Services: TrustCare
Funded by the Danish Research Agency (2008- 2012)

Aim: Extend foundations for workflow systems to
support trustworthy pervasive healthcare services
Partners: IT University of Copenhagen, Computer
Science Department at Copenhagen University and
Resultmaker A/S (+ collaborators in Bologna &
Dortmund)
Size: ITU: Carsten Schürmann +1-2 PhD students

Jakob Bardram + Post doc,

DIKU: Fritz Henglein, Andrzej Filinski, 2 PhD students
3 related PhD projects (Hugo A. Lopéz, K. M. Lyng and R. M. Raghavan)

Approach: Formal models & languages + SWD + Pervasive HCI
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TrustCare motivations,
application domain and challenges
IT-supported pervasive healthcare services, i.e.
coordination of treatment processes
Distributed, mobile and heterogeneous actors
Highly safety critical and deal with sensitive data
Must be flexible (dynamic changes & composition)
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cooperation between several oncology departments, frequently with a pharmaceutical
company as a main sponsor and actor. Research protocols are often multinational.
Based on the protocols local practice guidelines (also referred to as standard
treatment plans) are made as well as a treatment overview, in daily speech referred to
as the “noughts and crosses” diagram. The noughts and crosses diagram describes the
whole pathway including medical treatment as well as examinations during several
months. There will often be deviations from the original plan due to side effects to
treatment, other medical problems or resource problems in the hospital.
The flow of each chemotherapeutic treatment session is guided by the so-called
patient flowchart, which also records the state of the treatment session. Below we will
describe the workflow resulting from the flowchart in more detail; this will be the
pharmacy)
it functions
as a prescription from the doctor. The controlling
focus of the where
remaining
part of the paper.

Paper-based workflows

pharmacist controls the doctors dosage calculation and writes the information in a
working slip that is used for the pharmacy assistant who is doing the preparation of
the drug(s) in case. During!"#"$%&'()%
preparation the quantity of all products as well as batch
numbers are registered in the
working slip, finally the working slip is signed by the
*+$,-$%-(
pharmacy assistant, and the.%"$+/",+
product - usually a drip bottle or a pump with a content
and patient information note0%)+)&)123045
stuck to it – is referred to the controlling pharmacist for
6)78'+#
General
General
check out.
When the controlling pharmacist has checked that the
produced drug
9(
Guidelines
mixture Guidelines
and
patient information
note
matches
the
flowchart
and
the
working slip, the
=)&$1
&%)##"#
pharmacist put small green0%$&+>&"
ticks on each item in the flowchart and finally signs it.
Subsequently the flowchart47>-"1>,"
and the product is referred to the treatment rooms, where
the responsible nurse together with another authorised person (nurse or doctor) checks
that the product and flowchart matches, both regarding content and patient
information. The responsible nurse then signs the flowchart and the medicine is
:1);<
administered to the patient. In parallel to this the nurse will administer
adjuvant
&'$%+
medicine like anti-emetics, cortisol and other drugs that are prescribed in the local
practice guidelines. The nurse registers the medication in the Medicine Order and
Administration (MOA) IT system that currently is being implemented in all the
oncology departments.
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Figure 1 overview of the relation between research protocols/standard treatment plans,
local practice guidelines (standard plans) and flow charts. General guidelines are the
general
Patient
guidelines in use at Patient
the hospital, containing issues like the treatment of diabetes.
+

flowchart

+
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Current workflow for chemotherapy treatment sessions.

Pt. A
drug X

Nurse/ Nurse
doctorwhich
workflow

Figure 2 shows
an overview of the
is reiterated in every
Doctor
chemotherapeutic
treatment session. In the flowchart the basic information about the
Pharmacy
+ as height, weight of the
patient is registered,
+ including the latest lab results as well
flowchart
flowchart
patient. Based on these information’s and the patient history of any major
+ Pt.adverse
A
drug X it on
effects, the doctor calculates the therapeutic doses of chemotherapy,
documents
Pharmacist
pharmacist
the flowchart and signs it. The flowchart is transferred from the doctor to the
controlling pharmacist (who can be situated near by in the clinic or far away in the
Work
sheed

+

pharmacist
assistent

Work
sheed

+

Pt. A
drug X

Figure 2 Oncologic workflow in relation to chemotherapeutic treatment of patient
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2.4

Activities

1.1 BASIC_INFO
1.1.1 Basic info
registration*

Roles

PredeActivity Remarks on data and
cessors Condition activity condition
D N1 N2 CP PA Seq Log
W W R R N

O

Lab res.

2.3

S No

30

O

Activity

Activity

7

O

Preliminary conclusion to the case study

Several characteristics of the work were elucidated in the case study:
• There are several professional actors involved in even rather simple
workflows like the ones we studied (they are all involved in more than one

1.1.2 lab. Results *
W
1.1.3 Patient history* W
1.2 ORDINATION
1.2.1 Calculate the
W
therapeutic doses
of chemo-therapy*
1.2.2 Sign
W
1.2.3 Verify ordination W
1.3 CONTROL
1.3.1 Control calculation R
1.4 PREPARE
1.4.1 Quantity and batch D
nr of products are
registered*
1.4.2 Sign
R
1.4.3 Check out drip
R
bottle
1.4.4 Sign
R
1.4.5 Verify preparation R
1.5 MEDICIN ADM.
R
1.5.1 Check that
preparation, order
and patient match
1.5.2 Check that
W
preparation, order
and patient match
Sign
R
1.5.3
1.5.4 Admin preparation R
to patient*

W R R N
R R R N
R R R N

R R R N
R R R N

patient information
like height, weight
and surface area
Check lab results
Interview of patient
1.1
1.2.2 digitally signs
data of 1.2.1 and sets
TrustO true.
1.2.3 either sets
TrustO true or resets
1.2.1
1.2.2
Not TrustO 1.2.1

only verify ordination if
control in 1.3.1 fails

R R W R

1.2.2

D D R W

1.3.1

R R R W
R R W R

1.4.1
1.4.2

R R W
R R W

1.4.3

doctor
can recalculate at
Set TrustO false if
ordination not trusted
any time, but then he must
This is internal
signworkagain (and the
pharmacy
following
steps must also
1.4.3 resets 1.4.1 if
preparation does not
be
carried
out again)
match ordination
&

Not TrustP patient. 1.4.5 resets
1.3.1 or sets TrustP

1.4.4
1.4

W R

R W

WR
W W

1.5.1
1.5.2
1.5.3

The responsible
nurse checks together
with another nurse or
doctor. If it is not
trusted either TrustO
or TrustP is set to
false (forcing the
doctor or pharmacist
to verify)

Table 1 Information marked with * could be transferred from or registered automatically in
another hospital information system (HIS) W= write, R = read, N = denied access
Activities and execution. The notion of an activity in ROC is like in any other
workflow language, which means an activity is atomic and corresponds to a logical

Remarks on healthcare
workflows
Shared process state rather than communication based
Linear flow with conditional inclusion & re-execution of
activities controlled by declarative constraints
Matches recent proposal by van der Aalst and Pesic
suggesting use of graphical templates for LTL formulas as
workflow language
Also fit well to the patented workflow model used by
the industrial partner in the TrustCare project
(Resultmaker Online Consultant)
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an abstract level. Once defined, a template can be reused to specify constraints
between activities in various ConDec models. It is fairly easy to change, remove
and add templates, which makes ConDec an ‘open language’ that can evolve
and be extended according to the demands from different domains. Currently,
there are three groups of templates: (1) “existence”, (2) “relation”, and (3)
“negation” templates. Because a template assigns a graphical representation to
an LTL formula, we can refer to such a template as a formula. Presentation of
all templates is not necessary for the demonstration of the language. For a full
description of the developed templates, we refer the reader to the report [4].
Figure 2 shows an illustrative ConDec model consisting of three tasks: A, B, and
C. Tasks A and B are tagged with a constraint specifying the number of times the
task should be executed. These are the so-called “existence formulas” that specify
how many times a task
can be executed within one case. Since task C does not
ec
nD the number of executions, it canA
have a constraintCoon
be executed zeroBor multiple
times (0..*).
forbidden The arc between A and B is a relation formula and corresponds to
(b) A and
B should
not happen
both
behavior
the LTL
expression for “response” discussed before:
!(A
−→ "B).
The response
IMPERATIVE
constraint is satisfied if task
B is executed after task A, but not necessarily as
MODEL
the next task after A. This constraint allows that some other
tasks are
A executed
c1
afterdeviations
task Afrom
and before task B. The connection between
C and A denotes the
X
c2 " C ). According
“co-existence”
" A ) ∧ ( " A −→
the prescribed relation formula: ( " C −→
ec
B
D
model
n
to this constraint,
if C is executed at least
once,
A
is
also
executed
at least once
o
C
(c) the
Over-specification
an
and vice versa. This constraint allows any order of
execution ofintasks
C and
imperative
language
Declarative
ConDec number
vs. imperative
languages
A, and(a)also
an arbitrary
of tasks
between tasks
C and
A. Note that it is
not easy to provide a classical procedural model (e.g., a Petri net) that allows
for all behavior modelled Figure 2.
Fig. 1. A shift from imperative to declarative languages.

Approach of van der Aalst and Pesic
ec
nD
Co

ec
nD
Co

if A is executed
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[](A -> <> B),

A can be
i.e., every A
it is possible
to execute
A once
asis B is not executed and
at least once,
C
executedor
at more times as long
eventually
B is executed
is executed at
most that
once
by B
vice versa.lestIt
is also possible
none of them followed
is executed.
Intwice
an imperative
once and
vice
versa.
language one tends to over-specify this
as shown in Figure
1 (c). Unlike Fig0..1
2
ure 1 (b), now a decision activity is introduced – X. This activity needs to be
A
B
C
executed at a particular time and requires rules (e.g. conditions c1 and c2) to
make this decision. Moreover, implicitly it is assumed that A or B is executed
Fig. 2.isAn
example of a ConDec
only once. Hence, there
ansimple
over-specification
of themodel.
original requirement and
as a result (1) changes are more likely and (2) people have less choice when using
the system.
Note that a ConDec model can be developed as an imperative model when
In this
first introduce
ConDec,
a new language
for modelling
using
thepaper
right we
constraints.
For example,
we developed
a constraint
template dynamic
business
processes
2). In
Sectiona 2.1
wesuccession
show an between
illustrative
“chain
succession”
[4] that(Section
can be used
to specify
direct
example
of a ConDec model. Section 2.2 shows how a ConDec model can be entwo activities.
We ause
an illustrative
examplesystem.
to explain
the concept
acted by
process
management
Related
workofisdeclarative
presentedlanguages
in Section 3.
and
advantages
of
declarative
process
models.
First,
we
develop
a
Petri
net
model
Section 4 concludes the paper and proposes future work.

of a simple example of on-line book purchasing. Next, we show how to develop a
ConDec model for the same example. This will show how ConDec specifies the

A set of graphical
templates compiled into
formulas joined in
conjunction
Formulas are executed,
e.g. by translation to
automata

Declarative Past and Imperative Future
Executable Temporal Logic for Interactive Systems

In fact a rebirth of an old proposal by Dov Gabbay
presented in paper from 1987 (available at: http://
www.dcs.kcl.ac.uk/staff/dg/064.pdf),
also proving that past tense modalities in LTL can
be encoded using just future & present
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Work in TrustCare
So far
Formalized core primitives of the Resultmaker Online Consultant in LTL

Future
Distribution, mobility, access rights
Extensions of (timed) concurrent constraint programming
Interfaces/contracts between sub workflows & dynamic changes
Use of logical frameworks, e.g. for type checking (or PCC)
Implement and evaluate prototype systems (including research in HCI)
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Conclusions?
Distributed & Mobile Process-oriented IT-systems
Flexibility in Design, Execution, Management
Static and dynamic correctness & security
guarantees
Bridge gap between formal models and
implementation
Imperative & declarative models
Global coordination/shared state vs.
17

message passing and coordination of end-points

Thank you for your
attention

